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1. Define spherical polar coordinates. Why do we prefer spherical polar coordinate system? Derive

an expression for the volume element in this system and t-ind volume of the sphere. 5
What do you meant by conservative and non-conservative forces? Explain mathematically and
with examples. 

5
State Kepler's laws of planetary motion and use them to justiflz that force between sun and the
planet obey inverse square law. 

5
Define Turning Point. Show that the total energy is related to the shape of orbit. 5

SECTION - B

5' Given force is F = xzi + y'i + 22fr , Find out u,hether the force is conservative or not? 5

6' show that total Kinetic energy of a system of two colliding particles in lab system is always greater
than the Kinetic energy in the C.M. frame. 

5

7. Derive an expression fbr Coriolis force acting on a particle moving in a vertical
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earth's radius.

8. (i) Hori' faster than its present speed of rotation, earth should starl rotating,
acceleration due to gravity at the equator will become zero?

SECTIO-\* - C

9. Attempt any five questions:

(a) State the conditio.s uncrer which the corioris force acting

(ii) Prove Covariance of Law of conservation of linear momenfum under Galilean Transformation.
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) What are t
in eia:;tic ancl inelastic collisions.

(d) Is earrLr an inertial frame of reference? Erplain.
(e) obtain the eqtration of the orbit ola particle moving under an inverse square force field.

Explain hou the shape of the orbit depends upon the angular nlomentum ancl the energy.(f rhe spherical polar coordinates of a poinr are (r,O,q): (10,30.,45"); find the cartesian
coordinates of the san-re point.

(g) Define solid angle and its S.l. units. Find the solid angle subtended by a sphere at the
centre.


